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I have recently become a conscious learner
Receiving feedback
• What I feel
• What I hear
• What other people tell me
• What I see

Powerful emotional hit
• Feel out of my depth

Very aware of own body/ 
self
• Fingers
• Memory
• Hands
• Mouth



1-minute write

What is learning?



What is learning?
• The more I think about learning, the less I understand it

• We understand the biomechanics of memory/ knowledge
• We know that motivation, goals, assessment & feedback, 

resilience, grit, practice all play a part
• Learning Analytics shows some interesting associations with 

time on task (student engagement)





Our experience of delivering LA
Student Engagement

Learning from Feedback



Algorithm

Attendance

NOW log-ins

NOW learning rooms

E-resources

Card access

Library loans

Online submission

NTU Student Dashboard
Student background

Entry qualifications

Feedback

Grades (*)

Other (e.g. SU*)

Contextual 
information

(* = work not yet complete)

Discussion

Referral

Advice

Health check

Information for 
staff to use

!AlertsEngagement 
rating



NTU’s Vision for Learning Analytics
• Our focus is on engagement, not risk of failure
• We use the best proxy for engagement we can using students’ electronic footprint
• We do not measure socio-economic disadvantage
• Developed from involvement in national research into student retention: ‘What Works’

Improving institutional data, 
insights & systems
• Cohort insight
• Usable data for research 

purposes

Student-Managed Success
• Providing students with data to 

self-regulate own learning
• Comparisons to peers
• Assignments & feedback

Improving staff-student working 
relationships
• Sense making about students
• Information for personalised tutorial 

discussions

Staff-Supported Success
• Insights and information for staff about 

students
• Referrals to professional services



Dashboard
Tutor/ 
study 
adviser

Student

Metrics
Raw data & 
engagement rating

Student engagement 
with course

Metrics & alerts

Engagement 
with students

presented 
to 
students

students
act

presented 
to 
tutors

more-informed 
interactions

Agents of change 
Who is LA for?

• If students – what 
needs to be true for 
them to learn?

• If for staff, what 
information do they 
need to advise/ 
encourage/ 
motivate?



Analysis of librarian 
support sessions 
(2015-16)



Relationship between engagement & success

Did not progress Progressed with a grade equivalent to a 2:2 or lower Progressed with a grade equivalent to a 2:1 or 1stKey:

LA is very effective at spotting risk: evidence from the NTU Student Dashboard
The measure used is average engagement for the complete year 
High predictive quality, but by that point in the year, low actionability



LA providing feedback for change?
Strong association 
between students 
who use the NTU 
Learning Analytics

& 

Engagement 
Academic success



LA providing feedback for change?



LA providing feedback for change?



Student Engagement



Student Engagement  

• Engagement with academically important activities
• “Student engagement represents both the time and energy students invest in 

educationally purposeful activities and the effort institutions devote to using 
effective educational practices.” Kuh et al (2008, pg. 542) 

• Criticised as potentially behaviourist

• Black box of complex interactions
• European/ Australia - Colin Bryson
• Social constructivist (but risks making learners unknowably complicated)



A student engagement view of learning

Student 
background
Socio-economic 
background, 
expectations of 
university and 
personal goals

University Environment
Transition support, supportive and inspiring 

teaching, sociability of the course, opportunities 
to pursue personal interests & participate in C&S 
etc., clarity of expectations, quality of feedback, 

course that meets student expectations, 
provision of further support

Student Engagement
Time on task, motivation, knowing how to learn, 

learning from others, managing own time, learning 
from feedback, seeking help where needed, healthy 
control of own stress and emotions, balancing study, 

social, family & other external commitments

x =

Student 
Outcome
pass, fail, 
repeat, personal 
growth & 
change, 
employment & 
life opportunities

Prior 
educational 
experience
Experience of 
success/ failure 
Learning the rules

+



An engagement view of student journey

The Student 
who entered 
University
• Skills,
• knowledge
• motivation
• experience

The Student 
who 
graduates

• Skills,
• knowledge
• motivation
• experience

Meaningful learning experiences

1st year 2nd year Final year

Assessment feedback

Peer feedback

“Eureka” moments

Leap ‘hurdles’
Give students confidence and/ or motivation
Provide insight, building blocks for future 
knowledge

Other
Tutor feedback



Student Engagement

The Student 
who entered 
university
• Skills,
• knowledge
• motivation
• experience

The Student 
who 
graduates 
• Skills,
• knowledge
• motivation
• experience

1st year 2nd year Final year

Strong significant events 



Learning from feedback



Fundamentals of learning from feedback

Experience

Rule 
making

Experiment
ation

Reflection

Learners

Metrics

Intervention Data

Feedback
Digesting

Doing

Needing/
wanting

Race, 2015Kolb, 1984) Clow, 2012



Distinct problems with LA feedback
• Timeliness (risk identification)

• Background
• Engagement
• Academic outcomes

• Form of prediction
• Language & skill of interlocutor
• Accuracy of the tool



Conditions required to learn from feedback
Condition NTU Dashboard

Understanding Students are briefed, explanation in the tool

Timeliness Daily 

Actionable (feed forward) No
Confidence/ resilience/ 
maturity

Boosts confidence & motivation
Makes 25% of learners anxious

Planning/ organisation skills No



1-minute write

What would you need to 
do to make LA enable 

student learning?



In conclusion
• Students who are already effective learners appear to be using 

LA to support their own learning
• Students who are not, do not (on the whole)

• LA’s greatest successes may be enabling staff/ student 
conversations, not enabling learning (QUT/Coventry)
• Raises questions about boundaries/ connections to VLEs or 

other learning systems & what is learning analytics



Thank you for listening

Any questions?


